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Fibre fractionation in the Hydrodynamic Fractionation Device (HDF) was studied for changing suspension flow parameters, i.e., different channel Reynolds numbers \textit{Re} and accept flow rates up to 20\% of the feed flow rate. The suspension flow behaviour was described using images recorded with a high-speed camera system. Fractionation performance was determined based on mass balances for a variety of length fractions of the pulp. Low Reynolds number flow characterized by \textit{Re} = 1300 led to the formation of a fluid gap between the wall and fibres located at the channel centre. Best fractionation performance was achieved for flow at this Reynolds number: no fibre removal was observed at 10\% accept flow rate, and only 1\% of the fibres were removed at 20\% accept flow rate. A design space was established that highlights the optimum settings for fractionation in a HDF, which are low \textit{Re} and high accept flow rate. Surprisingly, we found a significant increase of fines mass flow rate in the accept upon an increase of the Reynolds number. We speculate that a flow regime-dependent interaction of fines with the fibres exists in the HDF that critically affects the amount of fines in the fluid gap near the wall.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fractionation of pulp suspensions and subsequent separate processing of fibre fines, and small fibres promises potential for novel products, precise setting of product and process properties (i.e. dewatering, permeability paper strength), and/or reduction of processing costs. Traditionally pressure screens, i.e., sieves with holes or slots where pulp is screened by application of a pressure gradient, are applied for the removal of fibre fines, and smaller fibres [1–7]. To avoid sieve blockage, the pulp suspension needs to be continuously stirred, critically increasing the overall energy demand of pressure screens. Furthermore, larger amount of fluid is removed from the suspension, especially if only fibre fines are aimed to be removed. Thus, previously focus was given on alternative processes to fractionate, and/or remove fibre fines and small fibres from pulp suspensions [1,8–14]: In froth flotation, long fibres are trapped in the flotation froth at comparably high concentration, but contaminated with flotation chemicals [10]. Fractionation in visco-plastic fluids, which also necessitates the addition of chemicals, fractionates suspended material by the potential of particles to apply a force large enough to force a visco-plastic fluid to flow [15]. In hydrocyclones, suspended particles and fibres are fractionated according to their density and shape [8,12,16]. Recent improvements of hydrocyclones for pulp fractionation aim on compressing the pulp near the outer region of the cyclone, and remove a fluid layer near the inner region which is enriched with cellulosic fines material [14]. Similarly, length-based fibre fractionation in the so-called Hydrodynamic Fractionation Device (HDF) [11] is achieved by exploiting the natural tendency of longer fibres to form a network [17–19]. For settings of fibre concentration and channel Reynolds number, (long) fibres form a network which is compressed at the channel center. Consequently, the gap between the network at the channel core and the channel wall is filled with a suspension containing mostly smaller particles or fibres.

In our previous study on the HDF principle we described the general influence of geometrical parameters (channel height, and channel width), as well as operational parameters (Reynolds number $Re$, accept flow rate, and inlet fibre concentration) on separation performance. Tests were performed with chemical pulp at concentrations yielding crowding number $N_{cw}$ of 9.5, and 47.5. Experimental findings show that geometrical parameters, in the tested range, had no influence on the fractionation quality evaluated by the grade efficiency $T(l_{Fibre})$. The Reynolds number $Re$ sets the suspension flow behaviour and thus the amount of gap suspension that forms. Setting the accept flow rate allows control of the fractionation performance. The
dependence of the suspension flow behaviour on the channel Reynolds number was investigated via high-speed imaging. However, recorded images in our previous study only allowed qualitative estimation of the \( Re \) number impact. The fibre concentration in the feed was found to only mildly influence the grade efficiency \( T(l_{Fibre}) \). For increasing concentration (ranging from 0.1\% to 0.5\%) a decreasing amount of small fibres, and an increasing amount of longer fibres were removed with the accept. We previously speculated that the network strength increased, reducing the mobility of smaller fibres. We note that our previous experiments were performed for relatively low accept flow rates \( \Phi^+ \) up to 0.05.

Our more recent visual observations indicate that for certain settings of \( Re \) a larger accept flow rate could lead to increased fibre fines segregation, and thus better fractionation. Therefore, in our present contribution we aim on the interplay of channel Reynolds number \( Re \), and accept flow rate \( \Phi^+ \) on the fractionation process. We will perform experiments at \( Re \) 1300, 2500, and 3700, covering a relevant range of suspension flow regimes. Accept flow rates in this study will be increased up \( \Phi^+ = 0.20 \). High-speed imaging and image post-processing was improved compared to our previous work, allowing better insight into the fractionation process in our present contribution.

Our contribution is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we review literature relevant for the fractionation process, namely pulp suspension flow in channels, and length-based fibre separation caused by flow exiting via side channels. In Chapter 3, we present and describe the Hydrodynamic Fractionation Device (HDF). Also, methods for the investigation and the experimental plan are presented. In Chapter 4, we report our results and comment on the findings. We will first present high-speed imaging results, and secondly the measured grade efficiency \( T(l_{Fibre}) \). Thirdly, we will combine results from both analysis methods. In Chapter 5, we summarize our findings, and conclude with an outlook to future studies on hydrodynamic fractionation.
2. THEORY ON FRACTIONATION IN CHANNEL FLOW

Fibre suspension flow in channels highly depends on the fibres’ ability to form a stable and strong network. The strength of the resulting network has to withstand the forces exerted on the network by the ambient fluid. The latter depends on the channel flow rate and can be characterized by the channel Reynolds number $Re$ [19–25]. Theory on fibre network formation highlights the importance of mechanical entanglement over attraction by electrostatic forces, or hydrogen-bridge bonding [26–28]. Entanglement is caused by the transport of fibres towards each other, and the subsequent interaction of the fibre bodies and/or fibrils. Entanglement is more efficient in case of high fibre flexibility, which is directly proportional to fibre length and inversely proportional to fibre diameter/thickness. Kerekes and Schell [26], investigated fibre flocculation and network formation and formulated a dimensionless number, the crowding number $N_{CW}$, taking above dependencies into consideration:

$$N_{CW} = 5 \left[ \frac{kg}{m^3} \right] \frac{C L_1^2}{cs}.$$  (1)

Here $C$ denotes the fibre mass concentration in percent, $L_1$ is the length-weighted average fibre length, and $cs$ is the fibre coarseness (i.e., the weight per unit length of fibre). The crowding number was found to describe different fibre interaction regimes: $N_{CW} < 1$: chance of fibre-fibre collision, $1 < N_{CW} < 16$: dilute fibre flow, $16 < N_{CW} < 60$: fibre interaction but no immobilization, and $N_{CW} > 60$: formation of a strong coherent structure with immobilization of fibres. The range $1 < N_{CW} < 60$, predominantly observed in industrial applications, is also termed “range of forced collision” [29]. Martinez et al. [30] showed for fibres settling under gravity, that fibres of different length move freely (i.e., no network restriction) up to $N_{CW} = 16$. For increasing crowding number $N_{CW}$, first the longer fibres became restricted in a network with the shorter moving freely. At a $N_{CW}$ of 56, all fibres formed a network. The crowding number presenting a change in system behaviour (i.e., $N_{CW} = 16 \pm 4$) was termed “gelification point”.

Fluid motion in suspension flow exerts forces onto the network. The resulting suspension flow behaviour is consequently a function of the fluid shear and the network strength. Suspension flow behaviour is well documented in literature [17,18,31]. For straight pipe flow the flow regimes (ordered with increasing Reynolds number $Re$) are: (i) fibre plug in direct contact with the wall, (ii) fibre plug with a thin liquid layer (denoted as “gap suspension”) between the wall...
and the plug, (iii) which thickness increases with the Reynolds number, (iv) becoming eventually turbulent. In the latter state, a relatively high shear stress already acts on the network. Further increase in Reynolds number (v) leads to a dispersion of the plug. Whilst recent studies on fibre suspension flow in channel focused on the fibre plug flow regime, already early studies noted that the gap suspension contains small fibres and fibre fines termed “crill” [32].

Studies on fibre removal in channel separation flow, i.e., using a side channel to remove fluid from the main channel, where mostly conducted with single fibres freely moving with the suspension and interacting with the wall. The height of the fluid with respect to the wall of the separation channel is directly dependent on the flow rate of the removed fluid (termed accept in what follows). The layer separating the accept from the remaining fluid, i.e., the reject, is termed exit layer. The probability of fibre removal depends on the fibre wall normal position relative to the exit layer, and the fibres capability to follow the turning flow into the side channel. Theory on single fibre removal is well documented in literature [9,33–37], and we applied this knowledge to explain hydrodynamic fractionation in our previous publication [11].
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Hydrodynamic Fractionation Device (HDF)

The Hydrodynamic Fractionation Device is a long channel (i.e., the length is 59 times the channel height) with a separation channel at a position of 52 times the channel height (see Figure 1). The channel height $H$ was set to 15 mm in our present study, while the channel width $W$ was 3 mm. $H$ and $W$ were approximately 3 times, and 0.6 times the length of the longest fibre, respectively. The channel width was chosen to facilitate the image analysis detailed below, since a larger channel width would lead to more fibre-fibre overlaps in projections that are recorded. The HDF is sketched in Figure 1a, with a magnification of the 3D printed separation channel in Figure 1b.

![Figure 1: Hydrodynamic fractionation device (a) with magnification on the backwards facing separation channel (b). Purge water channels are indicated in with blue arrows. (c) is a snapshot of the suspension that has been recorded using a high-speed camera.](image)

The separation channel is orientated backwards, with an upstream angle of 20°, and a downstream angle of 160°. The shape chosen benefited continuous operation by reducing the issue of fibre mat formation. Additionally, we added purge water channels, indicated by blue arrows in Figure 1b. In this study, only the left purge channel was used, at an interval of 120 s, and a purge time of 1 s. The feed flow rate was set by adjusting the geodetic height difference between a feed tank and the height of the reject pipe. The flow rate was determined gravimetrically. The accept flow rate was set by a peristaltic pump (Ismatec ECOLINE VC-280/281, Cole-Parmer GmbH, Germany). Thus, small oscillation of the accept flow rate occurred. Since these oscillations did not significantly alter our results, we only report the mean flow rate in what follows.
3.2. Pulp Material

Unrefined chemical sulphite pulp, 100% spruce, bleached and washed, provided by Sappi Gratkorn (Austria), was used in this study. Suspensions of 0.1% and 0.2% fibre concentration (only for one set of experiments) were prepared from an initially 17% pulp. Pulp properties were determined from three samples with an L&W Fiber Tester + (Lorentzen & Wettre, Sweden) and are listed in Table 1. The crowding number $N_{CW}$ was calculated using equation 1.

Table 1: Pulp properties. Characteristic mean fibre length $L_1$, and $L_3$ and fibre coarseness $cs$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length-weighted fibre Length $L_1$</td>
<td>1.820 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume-weighted fibre Length $L_3$</td>
<td>2.447 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre coarseness $cs$</td>
<td>0.174 g/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowding number $N_{CW}$ for C 0.1%</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowding number $N_{CW}$ for C 0.2%</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Measurement Procedure

Samples were taken from the feed suspension (initial pulp) and the accept flow. The experiment was run for several channel flow-through times before sampling the feed suspension and after re-starting the fractionation process. Sampling was performed three times for each experimental setting.

The fibre concentration $C$ in the samples was determined by means of thermogravimetric weighing. The fibre length distribution $\Delta Q_3$, the length-weighted $L_1$, and volume-weighted $L_3$ mean fibre length of the samples were determined with an L&W Fiber Tester + according to ISO 16065-2:2014 standard. Fibre length classes for the evaluation were defined as [0.0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.5] mm.

The length-selective separation process was quantified by the grade efficiency $T(l_{Fibre})$. The grade efficiency $T(l_{Fibre})$ states the fraction of the feed found in the coarse fraction (i.e., the reject) for a certain fibre length class ($l_{Fibre}$). Based on our data for the fines fraction (i.e., the accept), the grade efficiency $T(x)$ was calculated from:
Here $m_{\text{feed}}$ and $m(l_{\text{fibre}})$ state the mass flow and the mass flow per size class, respectively. $\Delta Q_3$ is the mass or volume based distribution per size class. The density of the fibre can be assumed equal for all length fractions. Thus the grade efficiency for the process can be formulated as:

$$T(l_{\text{fibre}}) = 1 - \frac{m_{\text{fine}}(l_{\text{fibre}})}{m_{\text{feed}}(l_{\text{fibre}})} = 1 - \frac{m_{\text{fine}}\Delta Q_3(l_{\text{fibre}})}{m_{\text{feed}}\Delta Q_3(l_{\text{fibre}})}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The grade efficiency $T(l_{\text{fibre}})$ was determined for every experiment and the mean and standard deviation were calculated and are presented in what follows. The separation efficiency based on the fibre mass in the accept stream $f$ is calculated from the grade efficiency to yield a single value for comparing different cases. $f$ states the mass fraction of fibres from the feed found in the accept flow:

$$T(l_{\text{fibre}}) = 1 - \frac{V_{\text{accept}}C_{\text{accept}}\Delta Q_{\text{accept}}(l_{\text{fibre}})}{V_{\text{feed}}C_{\text{feed}}\Delta Q_{\text{feed}}(l_{\text{fibre}})}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$f = \frac{\sum V_{\text{accept}}C_{\text{accept}}\Delta Q_{\text{accept}}(l_{\text{fibre}})}{\sum V_{\text{feed}}C_{\text{feed}}\Delta Q_{\text{feed}}(l_{\text{fibre}})}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

### 3.4. Image Analysis of the Fibre Suspension Flow

Images of the fibre suspension flow at the side channel were recorded using a high-speed camera IDT Os8-S3 (Imaging Solution GmbH, Germany). An exemplarily snapshot is presented in Figure 2. Images were taken at a resolution of 1600x1200 pixel (width x height), covering an area of 0.71 $H$ times 0.53 $H$. The suspension height from the wall covered with imaging was 0.47 $H$. The imaging frequency was adjusted to the flow rate, to take approximately two pictures per time needed for the pulp to pass through the observed length. This procedure guarantees a fair comparison of different cases, i.e., an identical amount of fibres was captured for all experiments. 3,600 images were taken per setting, post-processed and averaged. The image post-processing procedure is illustrated in Figure 2: Raw images (1) are corrected to compensate for fluctuations in the illumination (2). Images are treated with Matlab®’s “imadjust” command (3), and converted into binary black/white images using a threshold value of 0.4 to eliminate the grey background (4). Image (3) and image (4) were
compared, resulting into image (5), where fibres are presented by their grey value form image (3), with a white background. Using grey scale fibre instead of black/white fibres allows to account (at least to a first approximation) for overlaying fibres in the projections that were recorded. Finally, the images were averaged resulting into a grey scale map of the fibre intensity (6). The local fibre intensity correlates to the local fibre concentration. However, the intensity additionally depends on the local fibres transparency as well which was not known to us.

Figure 2: Illustration of the image post-processing routine.

3.5. Experimental Settings

Experiments were conducted for Reynolds numbers $Re$ of 1300, 2500, and 3700 which are within the range of our previous tests [11]. The accept flow rate $\phi^+$ was varied from 0.02, to 0.2. Based on the assumption that only the wall bounded fluid is removed, the accept flow rates equal the exit layer height relative to the height of the flow channel $H^*$. Experiments were conducted using feed concentrations $C_{\text{feed}} = 0.1$ and $C_{\text{feed}} = 0.2$. These settings yield a crowding number $N_{cw}$ of 9.5, and 19, respectively.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In what follows we will first analyse the images, and secondly discuss the measured grade efficiency per setting. Thirdly, we will present the origin of the accept fibre mass flow rate in dependence on the wall normal position $H^*$.  

4.1. Fibre Motion in Channel Suspension Flow

Figure 3 compares snapshots for every case setting (Reynolds number $Re$ and feed concentration $C_{Feed}$), where a region slightly upstream of the side channel is shown for comparison. The size of the image section is 0.22 $H$ times 0.53 $H$, and the height of the suspension in the image is 0.47 $H$.

![Snapshot of the fibre suspension flow just before the side channel exit for Reynolds numbers $Re$ of 1300 (a), 2500 (b), 2500, and 3700 (d). Panel c shows the case of 0.2% fibre concentration at $Re$ 2500, while all other cases are at a concentration of 0.1%. The black line indicates the channel wall. White lines indicate the averaged exit layer position for $\phi$ of 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. Fibre suspension flow at $Re$ 1300 leads to a fibre network core in the channel’s centre with smaller fibres suspended in the gap suspension. Occasionally, the network at the channel centre was interrupted by flow of either (i) a low concentration suspension, or (ii) a denser fibre plug extending over the full channel height. At $Re$ 2500, longer fibres were found suspended in the gap suspension. A fibre network at the channel core contained most of the long fibres. At $Re$ 2500, and an increased concentration of $C_{Feed}$ of 0.2% a fibre plug of larger extend was found with a thinner layer of gap suspension. At $Re$ 3700, the fibre network extended over the full channel height.
Figure 4 presents the averaged grey values associated with the images presented in Figure 3. Grey scale images with full resolution are presented in the Appendix, Figure 9 to Figure 12.

![Figure 4: Time-averaged grey scale images associated with the snapshots presented in Figure 3. The wall is indicated by a solid line, while the height of the exit layer is indicated by a black double line. The colour bar states the dimensionless voidage: 1 solid, 0 no solid.](image)

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show an increase of the fibre concentration (indicated by the grey value) with increasing distance from the wall for $Re$ 1300. The distribution of the grey value becomes more even with increasing Reynolds number, as is expected for a larger extend of the fibre plug and/or fluidization of the network. Figure 4c and d show a significant difference in the grey value distribution, which was not observed in the corresponding snapshots, i.e., Figure 3c and d. Specifically, the network for $Re$ 3700 is looser and less fibres were present in this network compared to the case characterized by $Re$ 2500 and $C_{feed}$ 0.2%.

![Figure 5: Fibre intensity over the channel height normalized with the channel height $H$.](image)

Figure 5 presents the averaged fibre intensity over the channel height based on 3,600 recorded images. As can be seen, the intensity distribution for $Re$ 1300 is relative low up to a relative
channel height \( H^* \) of ca. 0.18, increasing steeply thereafter. For \( Re \) 2500 we find a lower intensity up to \( H^* \) of ca. 0.1, with an increase for larger heights which is smaller than for \( Re \) 1300. These results from the averaged images capture well the difference between the two cases presented in Figure 3. For \( Re \) 1300 we find mostly medium sized fibres suspended in the suspension gap. For the higher \( Re \) number of 2500, we still find a network plug at the channel’s centre, but with longer fibres suspended in the gap suspension. Whilst Figure 3 only presents one selected time instance, the results from the averaged image analysis shows that those are exemplarily for the suspension, even when the network plug differs in size over time. Doubling the concentration for \( Re \) 2500 to \( C_{Feed} = 0.2\% \) results into similarly shaped profiles, which appear to be simply stretched to larger intensity values. Also, the increase from the channel wall is nearly linear indicating that (i) more of the fibres are found closer to the wall, and (ii) that the network is denser towards the channel centre. For \( Re \) 3700 we find only a thin region, up to a channel height \( H^* \) of approximately 0.02, of low intensity. With increasing height, the increase in the intensity is comparably weak, i.e., the fibre concentration distribution is fairly uniform. This is in line with the description of a “fluidized state” in literature which is typically observed at high channel Reynolds numbers.

The significance of Figure 5 is that we can clearly determine the formation and position of an interface between a fibre network plug and the so-called gap suspension: for Reynolds numbers \( Re \) of 1300 and 2500 we find that some fibres are suspended in the gap suspension, while a dense plug of fibres exists near the channel’s center. For the channel Reynolds number of 3700 we find the fibres fluidized over the whole channel height.

### 4.2. Fibre Removal and Grade Efficiency

Results for the grade efficiency are presented in Figure 6 for all 4 different cases. The results are within the range of Reynolds number of our previous study [11], i.e., between 1300 and 4000. However, we did increase the accept flow rate in our present study to validate our previous conclusions that were limited to accept flow rates below 0.05.
In general, the results from our present study agree with our previous findings. Figure 6a shows the grade efficiency for Re 1300. Up to an accept flow rate of 0.05, fibres no longer than 1.5 mm were removed with the accept. Increasing the accept flow rate resulted into a steeper grade efficiency curve, i.e., an improved fractionation behaviour was observed. However, a small amount of long fibres, i.e., approximately 1%, was removed with the accept. Results for Re 2500 (see Figure 6c) are comparable to that collected at Re 1300, where no fibre removal was found for accept flow rates up to 0.05. At higher accept flow rates, longer fibres were removed, and fines and fibre removal increased with the accept flow rate. The total removal is significantly higher for Re 2500 compared to the case characterized by Re 1300. Increasing the Reynolds number to Re 3700, leads to a dispersion of the network as shown in Figure 3 to Figure 5. Consequently, a significant amount of long fibres is removed with the accept already at $\Phi^*$ of 0.05 (see Figure 6b). For increasing accept flow rate, both fines and fibres removal increased. No proper fractionation was achieved for Re 3700. The impact of fibre concentration is investigated for Re 2500 by increasing the concentration from $C_{\text{feed}}$ 0.1% to 0.2% (Figure 6d). Fractionation performance, tested up to an accept flow rate of 0.15, was comparable. Slightly higher removal of fines and fibres was observed for $C_{\text{feed}}$ 0.2%, and $\Phi^*$ of 0.15. The results are consistent with those of our previous findings, were we found increased removal of fibres for higher concentration as well.

To detail on the dependence of both, fines and fibre removal on the interplay of Reynolds number $Re$ and accept flow rate $\Phi^*$, we integrated the grade efficiency curve from 0 mm to...
0.2 mm, and 0.2 mm to 5 mm and illustrate the fines and fibre removal characteristics in two contour plots shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7:** Fines removal and fibre loss characteristics as a function of Reynolds number and accept flow rate.

The significance of this representation is that it allows a direct estimation of the effect of operational parameters on the fines removal and fibre loss. The contour lines for the fines removal (see Figure 7, left panel), were nearly vertical, especially for low accept flow rate $\Phi^+$. This indicates a weak dependency of the fines removal on the Reynolds number $Re$. In contrast the contour lines for the fibre loss were skewed at nearly $45^\circ$ inclination (see Figure 7, right panel). Thus, fibre loss was found to depend significantly on the Reynolds number $Re$, a fact that originates from the dependence of the flow structure on $Re$. Best fractionation results were found for an HDF operation in the lower right corner of the panels in Figure 7: high accept flow rate, at low Reynolds number. Whilst Figure 7 allows a direct comparison of fines removal and fibre loss, it needs to be mentioned that such statistical models are only valid in the range of tested parameters. Specifically, the type of pulp and the fibre concentration will affect the data shown in Figure 7.

### 4.3. Accept Mass Balance per Fibre Length Class

The larger data set acquired, especially larger number of accept flow rates covering a range up to 0.2, allowed the representation of accept fibre mass flow per fibre length. Fines and fibre mass flow in the accept were calculated from the fibre length distribution in the accept and the total solid mass flow in the accept. Figure 8 shows the cumulative mass flow for 0 mm to 0.2 mm (fines), 0.2 mm to 1 mm (short fibres), and 1 mm to 5 mm (long fibres) fraction relative to the mean mass flow in the channel over the channel height $H^*$. Comparing the results for increasing $Re$ (Figure 8, left to right panel) we find an increase in the mass flow rate for all fibre
and fines fractions, i.e., the slope of the curves in Figure 8 decreases with increasing Re. The slope of the curve first decreases at higher $H^*$ (Re 2500, Figure 8 centre panel), followed by a decrease of the curves’ slope over the full height (Re 3700, Figure 8 right panel). A slope of 45° represents an equal removal of suspended solids (i.e., fibres or fines) and fluid. We find only for Re 3700, and when considering the fines fraction, a nearly equal removal of fluid and fines. Removal of fibres is smaller, which was attributed to (i) the wall-effect for low $\Phi^+$, and (ii) the turning effect documented in literature [33] at Re 3700. Also, the backfacing side channel is in our present contribution promotes the fibre exclusion from accept flow.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8: Fines and fibre removal characteristic for different Reynolds numbers Re.**

Interestingly, the mass flow rate for fines increased with the Reynolds number Re. While this is expected for fibres, judging from image analysis (note, we found fibres concentrated at the channel centre) fines were expected to be distributed all over the channel. However, considering the mass flow rate per fibre length suggests that fines were not equally distributed in the channel for lower Re and the non-fluidized fibre suspension. We hypothesize, that to a certain extend fines, were caught in the network formed by longer fibres concentrated near the channel center, already for an average crowding number $N_{CW}$ 9.5. Unfortunately, little literature is available that quantifies the degree of fines retardation in fibre flocs and/or networks. For example, Ajersch [38] argued, that fines might be excluded from flocs. Steenberg et al. [32] discussed the exclusion of fines from fibre networks. While they discussed differences in the types of fines, they failed to quantify the amount of fines in the fibre network.

5. CONCLUSION

The hydrodynamic fractionation device (HDF) presents a new type of fractionator for length based fibre separation. The fractionation principle was reported in an earlier paper to depend
on (i) the effective retention of long fibres in fibre flocs, as well as (ii) the removal of smaller fibres suspended in a wall-bounded fluid layer. In our present contribution we studied the cross-dependence of the fractionation performance on the suspension’s flow regime and the accept flow rate in greater detail to validate these previous conclusions.

We performed optical image analysis with a high-speed camera capturing a section of the channel covering a range from the wall up to 0.47 of the channel height. 3,600 images per case were averaged, and the intensity profile, an indicator for the average mass flow per channel height, was reported. The fibre suspension behaviour in dependence on the Reynolds number $Re$ was captured nicely illustrating (i) the extend of the suspension gap for low $Re$ flow, (ii) decreasing of this gap with increasing $Re$ since fibres are increasingly suspended in the gap suspension, and (iii) finally a fully fluidized suspension, i.e., no gap. Image analysis, compared to grade efficiency measurement, is a relative fast method allowing a fast screening of suspension flow behaviour and estimations on the fractionation performance for a chosen accept flow rate $\Phi^+$, and Reynolds number $Re$.

Grade efficiency was determined for a large range of accept flow rates $\Phi^+$. Best results were observed for low Reynolds numbers, specifically $Re$ 1300: up to $\Phi^+ \leq 0.1$, no fibres were removed, and for $\Phi^+ > 0.1$ only 1% of fibres was removed at a fines removal of more than 10%. The results support our hypothesis from our previous study that there is a potential for improving fractionation performance by considering low Reynolds number flows. We compare the fines removal (0 mm to 0.2 mm), and fibre loss (0.2 mm to 5 mm) in a design space of Reynolds number $Re$ and accept flow rate $\Phi^+$. The direct comparison nicely represents the dependence of fibre removal on $Re$. The design space (i) allows a fast decision on the optimal operational parameters of the HDF, and (ii) helps in adjusting $Re$ and $\Phi^+$ to ensure a certain fines removal efficiency or fibre loss. The design space, unfortunately, is only valid in the tested range of parameters and gives no further detail on the separation mechanism.

In a different representation, we plotted the fibre accept mass flow for different length classes, 0 mm to 0.2 mm, 0.2 mm to 1 mm, and 1 mm to 5 mm, as a function of the accept flow rate $\Phi^+$. Assuming constant fluid removal over the height via the side channel, the accept flow rate $\Phi^+$ equals the relative channel height $H^*$. Surprisingly, we found a dependency of the relative fines mass flow rate on the Reynolds number $Re$. For an increase of the $Re$ number from 1300 to 3700 we found nearly double the relative mass flow rate in the accept. We conclude from the
result, that fines were caught in the network of longer fibres, and hence were arrested near the channel center by longer fibres. While we found literature that argued on fines exclusion from flocs [38] and flowing fibre suspensions [32], these studies missed to quantify this phenomenon.

In summary, we verified our hypothesis on the HDF’s potential for sharp fractionation by operating it at a suitable Reynolds number $Re$, which results in the formation of a fluid suspension gap with suspended fines. Previous and present studies were performed with 100% spruce sulphite pulp. Future studies will be performed with mixtures of long and short fibre pulp resulting in different network formation and strength. Specifically, we will detail on the types and quality of removed fines for various settings of $Re$ and $\Phi^+$ to shed light on the interaction of fines and fibres in flowing fibre suspensions.
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8. **APPENDIX**

8.1. **Averaged Grey Images**

Figure 9 to Figure 12 present the results from averaging 3,600 images taken from the suspension. The grey value, ranging from 0 to 1, denotes the intensity relating to the fibre concentration. Here, 0 (black) is all fibres, and 1 (white) is no fibre.

![Figure 9: Re 1300, C_{feed} 0.1%: Averaged grey image.](image)

![Figure 10: Re 1300, C_{feed} 0.1%: Averaged grey image.](image)
Figure 11: $Re = 1300, C_{Feed} = 0.1\%$: Averaged grey image.

Figure 12: $Re = 1300, C_{Feed} = 0.1\%$: Averaged grey image.